
Adaptive use of THERAPLAY(TM)   tools in a child care setting: the Boo Boo Fixer. 
 
At only 18 months old, “Curtis” was a toddler teacher’s worst nightmare. Curtis was a biter. He 
also hit, kicked, scratched and spit, but first and foremost he bit. Curtis bit the other children. 
Curtis bit the teachers. Curtis bit Curtis.  
 
None of the usual strategies to deal with a biting child seemed to make any impact. Observations 
and logging revealed no detectable pattern. Discussions with Mom (a young, overwhelmed 
single parent) resulted in unexpectedly ugly reactions from her directed toward the child. This 
helped us understand, but did not help the behavior. As matters progressed, Curtis was firmly 
and securely labeled. One teacher not too secretly called him “Jaws”. 
 
What worked: 
 
Recently our preschool classrooms had begun incorporating THERAPLAY(TM) groups into their 
day. We decided to try borrowing some of the nurturing tools from those groups to try and help 
Curtis reinvent himself in a new light. Equally importantly, we needed to reinvent Curtis in our 
own minds. 
 
We began by introducing lotion and cotton balls into the toddler room. Boo boos, real and 
imagined, were treated with whatever real remedy was needed, be it a hug, an ice pack, or a band 
aid, but then we added the unfailing use of lovingly applied lotion. Curtis was given a special 
role. The next time (and every time) Curtis bit, the teacher helped Curtis nurture the other child, 
first with ice and then with cotton and lotion. In fact, all of Curtis’ aggressive acts were followed 
up with Curtis in the nurturing role. Soon ANY aggression in the room, regardless of the children 
involved, became opportunities for us to help Curtis nurture. “Jaws” was replaced in our 
vocabulary with “uh oh, someone has a boo boo, where’s my boo boo fixer (Curtis)?”.  
 
Results were both rapid and dramatic. Curtis bit less and less. Curtis hurt others less and less in 
any way. He took on the “boo boo fixer” role with absolute gusto. He began to go for his tool kit 
(lotion and cotton balls) whenever another child cried out. He even nurtured stuffed animals. We 
had wonderful opportunities to give Mom pleasant reports of Curtis’ gentle and helpful behavior.  
Since our initial experience with Curtis, we have adapted this approach in other rooms with other 
children. We have found it to be effective with a number of children of various ages, including a 
five year old and a seven year old, both of whom were facing imminent exclusion from our 
program. It has consistently proven to be the most effective strategy for mitigating biting we 
have ever found. 
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